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bation. As the active sites are located at the interfaces between monomers, enzyme activity is directly related to the integrity of
the tetramer. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the enzyme was investigated by x-ray crystallography, small-angle x-ray scat-
tering, and ﬂuorescence spectroscopy. Enzymatic activity was also measured under pressure and after decompression. A global
model, consistent with all measurements, discloses structural and functional details of the pressure-induced dissociation of the
tetramer. Before dissociating, the pressurized protein adopts a conformational substate characterized by an expansion of its
substrate binding pocket at the expense of a large neighboring hydrophobic cavity. This substate should be adopted by the
enzyme during its catalytic mechanism, where the active site has to accommodate larger intermediates and product. The
approach, combining several high-pressure techniques, offers a new (to our knowledge) means of exploring structural and func-
tional properties of transient states relevant to protein mechanisms.INTRODUCTIONHydrostatic pressure perturbation is a powerful tool for
exploring the physicochemical characteristics and the func-
tional mechanism of a macromolecule. It allows the Gibbs
free energy of the system under study to be modified
smoothly and continuously in a controlled manner, and it
can be used to enhance the concentration of high-energy
conformers and to perturb ligand binding (1–9). Another
classical effect of pressure is the destabilization of the quater-
nary structure of oligomeric proteins (10–12), which is
generally observed at low pressure (100–300 MPa).
In this high-pressure (HP) study, these possibilities have
been explored for the enzyme urate oxidase (UOX; Enzyme
Commission (EC) number 1.7.3.3), also known as uricase,
from Aspergillus flavus in complex with 8-azaxanthine
(8-aza), which is active as a homotetramer. UOX catalyzes
the oxidation of uric acid in the presence of molecular oxygen
to a primary intermediate, 5-hydroxyisourate. A wealth of
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0006-3495/10/05/2365/9 $2.00mode and function of this enzyme (13–17), but the structural
basis of the catalytic mechanism of this cofactorless oxidase
is still not fully understood. Since 8-aza is localized to the
same position as the uric acid substrate (16), the structural
information drawn from the UOX/8-aza complex can be
extended to the enzyme in the presence of its substrate.
Each of the four monomers (A–D) features an antiparallel
eight-stranded b-sheet with four helices on the convex side of
the b-sheet (18,19). The monomer fold is likely to be unstable
and the protein is structurally stabilized through oligomeric
association (20). The AB dimer is a 16-stranded b-barrel
with helices flanking the exterior of the barrel. Two head-to-
tail b-barrels form the tetramer, which is traversed by a central
tunnel (Fig. 1 A). The tetramer displays three types of interface
between monomers. The AB-type interface, between A and B
or C and D monomers, has the largest buried surface area
(~6000 A˚2), and is stabilized by main-chain hydrogen bonds
between adjacent b-strands within the b-barrel. The active
site of each monomer is located at this interface. The AC-type
interface (betweenA and C or B and Dmonomers), which also
has a large buried surface area (~5200 A˚2), is formed between
two monomers along the tunnel axis and is stabilized by
hydrogen bonds between the extremities of the b-strands
forming the b-barrel. The AD-type interface (between A and
D or B and C monomers), much more limited in area (buried
area ~800 A˚2), delineates the zone where the substrate has
access to the active site. Crystal packing induces two very small
interfaces betweenA and a symmetrical C subunit and between
A and a symmetrical D subunit (buried area ~300 A˚2).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.01.058
FIGURE 1 Molecular structure of UOX/8-aza complex under pressure.
(A) View along the b unit-cell axis of the four chains of UOX, represented
in cartoon format (green, A; blue, B; orange, C; and purple, D). The UOX
tetramer has a spherical shape ~70 A˚ in diameter, with a central tunnel 15 A˚
in diameter. The four 8-aza inhibitor molecules (colored atoms) are located
at the interfaces between the A and B subunits, and between the C and D
subunits (only two inhibitors are visible here; the other two are located on
the face behind the tetramer and are thus hidden in this representation).
The tunnel axis is along the crystallographic c axis. (B) View of the surface
of UOX tetramer along the b unit-cell axis colored red or blue when the rela-
tive B-factor difference between AP and HP structures is higher or lower,
respectively, than 1 standard deviation with respect to the average. (C)
Active site residues and water molecules involved in the catalytic mecha-
nism. A chain of hydrogen bonds involved in catalysis connects Asn154,
W1, Thr57*, Lys10*, His256, W3, W2, and the N9 atom of the ligand. The
hydrogen bonds are shown with dotted lines, colored red or blue when
they are elongated or shortened, respectively, by pressure. (D) View of
the active-site pocket and the hydrophobic cavity. The inhibitor 8-aza
(like the substrate) is stacked above Phe159 and is hydrogen-bonded to the
enzyme through molecular tweezers composed of the side chains of
Arg176 and Gln228. Val227 is hydrogen-bonded to the ligand by its main-
chain nitrogen, and has its hydrophobic side chain lining the hydrophobic
cavity.
2366 Girard et al.Since substrate or inhibitor molecules bind at sites located
at the AB-type interfaces, their affinity is intimately related
to the interface structure. In this context, applying pressure
perturbation to UOX in both the apo and inhibitor-complex
forms would be particularly interesting. First, this is an effec-
tive and elegant way to study the pressure dissociation of
this tetrameric protein in relation to inhibitor binding and
catalytic activity. Second, the promotion of higher-energy
conformational substates by pressure may reveal conforma-
tional changes associated with substrate binding and enzyme
function, and a structural check of this hypothesis would be
of particular interest.Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373The 2.3-A˚ resolution structure of UOX complexed with
a uric-acid-like competitive inhibitor, 8-aza, was previously
determined at 140 MPa by high-pressure macromolecular
crystallography (HPMX) (21). That work provided a clear
incentive for a deeper investigation of the effect of pressure
perturbation on UOX. After a further HPMX experiment at
a slightly higher pressure (150 MPa) and a better resolution
(1.8 A˚), complementary high-pressure experiments in solu-
tion were carried out using small-angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS) and fluorescence spectroscopy. Enzymatic activity
was also measured both under high pressure and at atmo-
spheric pressure (AP) after pressure incubation of UOX to
correlate activity to the observed pressure-induced structural
modifications. We propose a model for tetramer dissociation
consistent with all measurements and a structural explana-
tion of the pressure-induced loss of affinity for the substrate.
We also propose that the pressure-promoted conformer is
likely to exist during the enzyme catalytic mechanism, and
we highlight the role of a hydrophobic cavity in the enzyme
catalytic mechanism.MATERIALS AND METHODS
UOX from Aspergillus flavus expressed in S. cerevisiae, and ligands were
kindly provided by Sanofi-Aventis (Paris, France).Fluorescence spectroscopy experiments
UOX contains seven tryptophan residues/subunit: Trp186, Trp188, and Trp208,
which are buried within the core of each monomer; Trp160 and Trp174, which
are solvent-accessible; and Trp106 and Trp264, located at theAC andAD inter-
faces, respectively.
The fluorescence experiments and light-scattering measurements were
carried out at 298 K using an SLM Series 2 luminescence spectrometer
(Aminco Bowman, Rochester, NY) modified to accommodate a high-pres-
sure cell. For equilibrium and kinetics studies, the wavelength excitation of
tryptophan was set to 295 nm (8-nm slit). Emission spectra (8-nm slit) were
recorded, in triplicate accumulation mode, from 310 to 400 nm after incuba-
tion for 5min after each increment of pressure. Fluorescence spectral changes








where Fi is the intensity of fluorescence emitted at wavenumber yi.









In turn, a spectral shift of tryptophan fluorescence to higher wavelengths is
characterized by an increased average fluorescence wavelength, reflecting an
exposure of tryptophan residues to water (Fig. 2, A and C).
The protein concentration was 0.9 mg$ml1. Experiments were done in
50mMTris-HCl buffer, pH8.Various conditionswere tested,with orwithout
inhibitor (8-aza, 9-methyl uric acid, and 8-nitroxanthine) in equimolar or
saturating concentrations, with the three inhibitors giving similar results.
Enzyme assays and kinetics
Data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation using least-squares
regression analysis to determine the inverse of the apparent affinity constant,
FIGURE 2 Effect of pressure on the conformational stability and activity of urate oxidase. (A) Time dependence of the average emission wavelength of UOX
at 50 (), 100 (-), 150 (:), 175 (A), 185 (C), 195 (þ) and 200 MPa (;). (B) Pressure dependence of the catalytic parameters at 25C. The reaction was
monitored at 292 nm after rapid mixing of a solution of 1–2 mg/ml UOX with a solution of uric acid. Double reciprocal plots of initial rates, kobs, versus uric
acid concentrations (36, 54, 72, 110, and 150 mM) were drawn for each experimental pressure. Steady-state kinetic parameters KM () and kcat (B) were
extracted from these plots by linear regression analysis using a Lineweaver and Burk representation. (C) The stability of UOX with and without inhibitors,
probed by changes in the average emission wavelength with pressure: without inhibitor (), and with 8-aza in equimolar (-) or saturating (:) concentrations.
High-Pressure Studies on Urate Oxidase 2367KM, for the substrate, expressed in mM, and the catalytic rate constant, kcat,
expressed in s1 (Fig. 2 B). Based on the catalytic mechanism of urate
oxidase isolated from soybean root nodules (25,26), we assume that for urate
oxidase from Aspergillus flavus, too, the rate-determining step of the
reaction is the step associated with the formation of the product, 5-hydrox-
yisourate (26).
The pressure dependence of the measured rate constant, kobs, at any






In the case of a simple Michaelis-Menten model, the observed activation
volume, DVzobs, can be separated into two parts associated with the catalytic
and productive substrate binding steps, respectively. The relevant equation
(see, e.g., Morild (27)) is
DVzobs ¼ DVzkcat 
DVpb
















Data were collected on the ID2 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radi-
ationFacility (Grenoble, France). Scattering intensitywasmeasured as a func-
tion of Q, defined as Q ¼ 2ps ¼ (4p/l)sin q, where s is the amplitude of the
scattering vector s, l is the x-ray wavelength, and 2 q the scattering angle.
Pressure experiments were performed at l ¼ 0.751 A˚, to reduce absorp-
tion from diamond windows and sample path. A thermostatic high-pressure
cell of 3- or 4-mm diameter with 1-mm-thick diamond windows was con-
nected to a 700-MPa pressure control system (Nova Swiss), using distilled
water as the pressure medium. A biologically compatible sample holder
was used to reduce the sample volume to<100 ml and to avoid direct contact
of the sample with the cell and the pressure medium, as described in Skouri-
Panet et al. (12).
Simulated scattering curves of the monomer, the AB and AC types of
dimer, and the tetramer were computed from the UOX tetramer coordinatesof the Protein Data Bank entry 1R56, using CRYSOL (28) with standard
values for the hydration layer. The models used to fit the experimental
data consisted of linear combinations of these curves. For each experimental
curve, the best linear combination was determined by checking that the
residual curve randomly crossed the 0 intensity line.
HPMX experiments and structure comparisons
For HPMX, crystals were obtained by the hanging drop technique, at room
temperature, using an initial crystallization drop consisting of 3.2 mg.ml1
protein with an equimolar concentration of inhibitor and a small amount
of azide, 6% PEG 8000, 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8, and 100 mM NaCl in
equilibrium with a reservoir. Orthorhombic crystals grew in 1 week and
were loaded into a diamond anvil cell (DAC), as described in Fourme
et al. (29). The solution used as a compression medium consisted of 15%
PEG 8000 in 50 mM Tris, pH 8, and 100 mM NaCl.
Data were collected on the ID27 beamline at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility using unfocused radiation at l ¼ 0.374 A˚ and
a MAR165 CCD detector at 320 mm from the sample. Pressure within the
DAC compression chamber was monitored using the fluorescence from
a ruby chip (29). Slits were adjusted to obtain a 50  50-mm beam on the
sample. Exposure time was 15 s per image and oscillation angle was
0.25. The resolution of diffraction data declined beyond 175 MPa without
a significant increase in mosaicity. Diffraction disappeared beyond 200–
220 MPa, before significant modifications of the crystal habit. Two data sets
were collected using the same protocol at atmospheric pressure and at
150MPa. Only one crystal was used for each data set, using a new large-aper-
ture DAC (30). Each crystal was translated in the beam several times to irra-
diate successively fresh portions of the crystal. A summary of data collection
and refinement statistics is reported in Table S1 in the Supporting Material.
The UOX/8-aza complex crystallized in the orthorhombic space group
I222 with one monomer in the asymmetric unit, the tetramer complying
with the 222 crystal symmetry. The relative B-factor difference for each
atom was calculated using the formula ((BHP – hBHPi) – (BAP – hBAPi))/
(hBHPi – hBAPi), which leads to a distribution with a zero mean value and
limits bias from refinements (Fig. 1 B). The Voronoi cells were calculated
with Voro3D (31) and the correlation matrix with AMBER (32) (Fig. S3).
Hydrogen bonds within the monomer were analyzed with ACT, and the
interactions between monomers with CONTACT, both from the CCP4
package. Volumes of the internal cavity and of the active site pocket were
calculated with CASTp (probe radius 1.3 A˚) (33). The root-mean-square
deviations between atoms of HP and AP structures were calculated with
CNS (34).
Fig. 1 was produced with the visualization software PYMOL (DeLano
Scientific, San Carlos, CA).Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373
2368 Girard et al.Atomic coordinates and structure factors of urate oxidase under 150 MPa
pressure have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (3F2M).
Complete details of the different methods can be found in the Supporting
Material.RESULTS
Pressure stability of apo-UOX
Tryptophan fluorescence and SAXS were used to probe
protein stability under pressure. At atmospheric pressure,
the emission spectra of the protein excited at 295 nm exhibited
a maximum at 327 nm. After compression to 150 MPa, a
slight decrease in fluorescence intensity at 327 nm was
observed (Fig. S1). No further conformational changes were
detected, even after incubation under pressure for 20 h at
25C, as shown by the plot of average emission wavelength
(see Materials and Methods) as a function of incubation
time (Fig. 2 A). At higher pressures, a significant decrease
in signal intensity and a spectral red shift from 328 nm to
342 nm were observed (Fig. S1). As shown in Fig. 2 A, these
spectral changes took several hours. After depressurization,
a fraction of the protein had aggregated (Table 1), suggesting
that at pressures >150 MPa, the protein approaches a
threshold of irreversible quaternary structural change. The
remaining soluble protein was still tetrameric after the pres-
sure treatment (Fig. S2), but displayed a pressure-dependent
decrease in specific activity that culminated at 200 MPa
with complete loss of activity (Table 1). However, at pres-
sures up to 150 MPa, this loss of activity could be fully
restored upon addition of excess substrate. To gain insight
into the effect of pressure on enzyme activity, assayswere per-
formed under pressure in addition to those after decompres-
sion. Indeed, in the case of UOX, enzymatic activity is
a suitable indicator for probing the structural integrity of the
tetramer, since, as previously mentioned, the active sites are
located at subunit interfaces. UOX activity was thereforeTABLE 1 Enzymatic activity of UOX measured at















50 6.47 6.47 100 0
100 6.51 4.91 100 25
150 6.47 4.42 85 32
175 6.41 3.85 55 40
185 6.47 2.70 47 58
195 6.49 1.84 30 72
200 6.51 0 8 100
Pressure was applied for 20 h in all cases.
*Soluble protein corresponds to the estimation of the UOX remaining in
solution after compression and centrifugation (see Materials and Methods).
yLoss of activity, expressed as a ratio, reflects the difference in activity of the
soluble protein remaining after compression.
Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373measured at pressures up to 190MPa and the pressure depen-
dence of the catalytic parameters (kcat and KM) was deter-
mined (Fig. 2 B). At atmospheric pressure, the apparent
affinity for uric acid was estimated to be 11 mM, in agreement
with steady-state kinetic studies (25,26). In the 10–175 MPa
pressure range, plots of lnKM and lnkcat as a function of
pressure were linear. From these plots, DVzkcat and DVpb (27)
(Eqs. 5 and 6) were determined as þ0.135 0.05 ml.mol1
and 11.7 5 1.5 ml.mol1, respectively. These results
show that substrate binding is attenuated by pressure, as re-
flected by the negative value of DVpb. In contrast, catalytic
activity is only marginally affected by pressure, as reflected
by the near-zero value of DVzkcat. It is interesting that above
175 MPa, the linearity of the pressure-dependent plots of
lnKM and lnkcat is significantly disrupted. Due to the
composite character of volume changes, this behavior might
reflect different pressure contributions, such as changes in
the rate-determining step, pressure-induced unfolding, or
structural modifications at the active site.
At atmospheric pressure, the SAXS form factor exhibited
a marked minimum at Q ¼ ~1.1 nm1, characteristic of the
UOX tetramer. One major change in the scattering intensity
as a function of pressure (Fig. 3 A) was the progressive disap-
pearance of this minimum, suggesting the dissociation of the
tetramer and the simultaneous presence of lower oligomeric
states. The dissociation started between 150 and 175 MPa
and was particularly pronounced above 200 MPa (Fig. 3 B).
More information can be gained about the lower oligo-
meric states observed at high pressure by comparing the
experimental SAXS data to model scattering curves derived
from the protein atomic coordinates in different potential
oligomeric states. Three two-component systems were
considered: 1), a mixture of tetramers and AB-type dimers;
2), a mixture of tetramers and AC-type dimers; and 3),
a mixture of tetramers and monomers. For each of these
mixtures, and at each pressure, a model curve was calculated
by optimizing the proportion of tetrameric species to fit the
experimental data. Fig. 3 C shows one such fit at three pres-
sures. Since the proportion of tetramer decreased with
increasing pressure, the three model curves were clearly
distinguishable. Only the curves derived from the tetramer/
monomer mixture fitted the experimental data, whatever
the pressure, favoring the model whereby the tetramer disso-
ciates into monomers. Based on this hypothesis, Table 2
shows the change in monomer fraction as a function of pres-
sure. The monomer proportion increased with pressure, and
with time at a given pressure. The apparent dissociation rate
was higher at P ¼ 250 MPa than at 200 MPa. Both the time-
dependent changes and increased dissociation rates at high
pressure are consistent with the pressure-dependent fluores-
cence measurements.
The overall decrease in scattering intensity detected in the
SAXS patterns, especially at >250 MPa, can be attributed to
the progressive precipitation of dissociation products, which
results in less coherently scattering material in the beam and
FIGURE 3 SAXS measurement results. (A) Changes in apo-UOX SAXS curves with increasing pressure. At P ¼ 200 MPa and P ¼ 250 MPa, additional
data were collected at 10 min and at 10 and 20 min, respectively, after setting the pressure. (B) Ad hoc indicator of dissociation, evaluated from the area
of the intensity minimum at Q ~ 1.1 nm1. Each value corresponds to the area delimited from Q1 to Q2, by log(Iexp) and a straight line joining the points
(Q1,log(Iexp(Q1)) and (Q2,log(Iexp(Q2)), where Q1 ¼ 0.482 nm1 and Q2 ¼ 1.467 nm1. All values are normalized to the value at 50 MPa. The dashed
blue line in A shows the upper limit for the integration area at P ¼ 50 MPa. (C) Typical best-possible fits of experimental SAXS curves at three pressures.
For the sake of clarity, the Q-range was restricted compared to A. The models consist of a weighted sum of two components: tetramer/AB dimer (blue),
tetramer/AC dimer (green), and tetramer/monomer (red) for three pressures, P ¼ 175 MPa (a), P ¼ 225 MPa (b), and P ¼ 250 MPa þ 10 min (c). Only
the tetramer/monomer mixture provides a satisfactory fit at all pressures.
High-Pressure Studies on Urate Oxidase 2369explains why the overall process is irreversible. Moreover,
some aggregation preceding precipitation was suggested by
intensity increases at very small angles, particularly at high
pressures (Fig. 3 A).
Increased stability of UOX in the presence
of inhibitors
Fluorescence measurements showed that 8-aza, a uric-acid-
like inhibitor, increased the stability of the tetramer against
pressure. The presence of 8-aza at equimolar concentrations
shifted the curve of the average emission wavelength of
apo-UOX to higher pressures by ~35 MPa (Fig. 2 C). With
8-aza at saturating concentrations, this shift was even larger
(~85 MPa). Supporting evidence from SAXS experiments
agreed with the fluorescence results and indicated that pres-
sure-induced dissociation of the tetramer was shifted from
175–200 MPa without inhibitor to 250–275 MPa with an
excess of inhibitor (data not shown).
Main structural modiﬁcations induced
by pressure
HPMX experiments were carried out on crystals of the UOX/
8-aza complex. Diffraction resolution degraded progres-
sively above 175 MPa and was lost entirely around 200–TABLE 2 Changes in the monomer fraction as a function of pressure
value
Pressure (MPa) 50 75 100 125 150 175 2
Fraction of monomer (%) 1 1 1 1 2.5 3.5
*Measurements were repeated 10 min later at 200 MPa and at 10 and 20 min la220 MPa. High-resolution (1.8 A˚) data sets were collected
at AP and at 150 MPa (HP). The same batch of crystals
and protocols for data collection, data analysis, and refine-
ment were used at both pressures to facilitate differential
measurements and to minimize systematic errors.
The unit-cell volume of the HP form was reduced by 1.3%
and the tetramer volume by 0.3%. The mean root-mean-
square deviation between positions of the main-chain atoms
within the tetramer was 0.15 A˚, with a higher value for resi-
dues within a-helices (0.19 A˚) and a lower value for residues
within b-strands (0.11 A˚). The mean volume of the Voronoi
cells calculated for the whole tetramer was reduced by 1.7 A˚3
in the HP structure, with a larger variation for residues
within a-helices (2.4 A˚3) than for residues within b-strands
(1.6 A˚3). The sensitivity to pressure is greater for a-helices
than for b-strands, as previously observed for other proteins
(35–37). Mean hydrogen-bond lengths were slightly elon-
gated at the AC interface, by 0.03 A˚ (average for 48
H-bonds), but were almost unchanged at the AB interface
(0.01 A˚) (average for 120 H-bonds). The distance variation
between two atoms was smaller than, or comparable to, the
precision of the distance obtained from crystallographic
results, which was estimated to be ~0.05 A˚. Nevertheless,
calculations of mean values provided statistically significant
information on overall structural evolutions under HP. The, derived from SAXS a few seconds after setting a new pressure
00 200þ10 min* 225 250 250þ10 min* 250þ20 min*
5 10 25 51 76 89
ter at 250 MPa. Precision of the monomer fraction is ~1%.
Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373
FIGURE 4 Schematic changes in UOX under high pressure, from the
native tetramer with A, B, C, and D subunits to the aggregation of mono-
mers. Monomers are shown as ellipses (white, native substate; gray,
pressure-perturbed substate). Ligand molecules (substrate or substrate-like
inhibitor) are depicted as circled I.
2370 Girard et al.overall B-factor of UOX increased by ~5 A˚2 at HP. Three
loops located at interfaces (residues 51–55, 161–173, and
260–275) were found to be particularly pressure-sensitive,
as they exhibited the largest increase in B-values between
the HP and AP structures. These three loops all reside on
the same side of the tetramer (along the b axis), delimiting
access to the active site and comprising residues that are
involved in the AD interface (Fig. 1 B). On the other two
sides of the tetramer (along the a and c axes of the unit
cell) there was no particular increase in B-factors.
No significant modification of the crystallographic hydra-
tion shell of the enzyme was observed. However, electron
density lost with pressure corresponded to 17 water mole-
cules, none of which were in the central tunnel, and electron
density gained with pressure corresponded to 14 water mole-
cules, 5 of which were in the central tunnel.
A large hydrophobic cavity of ~190 A˚3 is buried within
each monomer and separated from the active-site pocket
by a valine residue (Fig. 1 D). No electron density that could
be assigned to ordered water molecules and no residual
density in the Fo-Fc electron density map were observed in
this cavity at either atmospheric pressure or 150 MPa. The
volume of this cavity decreased by 16%. It is interesting
that the volume of the nearby polar active-site pocket
concomitantly increased by 11%.
Comparative analysis of the AP and HP structures
revealed correlated displacements of the loop preceding the
sixth b-strand (residues 148–182) and the fourth helix (resi-
dues 215–240), both containing residues lining the cavity
and the active-site pocket (Fig. S3). These pressure-induced
displacements are related to the combined contraction of the
hydrophobic cavity and swelling of the active-site pocket.
Within the active-site pocket, distances between residues
from two different subunits (between His256 and Lys10* and
between Asn254 and Thr57*) increased, as did the distance
between 8-aza and Thr57* from the symmetrical subunit
(Fig. 1 C), but remained compatible with H-bond distances.
In contrast, the H-bond length between Lys10* and Thr57*
within the same subunit decreased by 0.05 A˚ and the dis-
tances between 8-aza and W1 and 8-aza and the aromatic
residue Phe159 (which is stacked below the inhibitor)
decreased by 0.05 and 0.06 A˚, respectively. In summary, pres-
sure induced a distortion in the active site, with a shortening
of distances between atoms within the same subunit and an
elongation of distances between atoms belonging to different
subunits.DISCUSSION
A coherent model for pressure-induced destabilization of the
functional UOX tetramer can be proposed from the various
experimental results with apo- and inhibitor-bound forms
(Fig. 4).
SAXS, fluorescence spectroscopy experiments, and enzy-
matic activity measurements reveal differences in theBiophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373behavior of the enzyme below and above 150–175 MPa
(Figs. 2, A and B, and 3 B, and Table 1). For apo-UOX
incubated below 150 MPa, enzymatic activity measured at
atmospheric pressure after depressurization was gradually
lost as the incubation pressure was increased. Activity could
be fully restored by increasing the substrate concentration.
When assayed under pressure, the enzyme exhibited a
reduced substrate affinity, whereas its catalytic efficiency
remained intact (Fig. 2 B). All fluorescent spectral changes
were reversible up to 150–175 MPa but became irreversible
beyond that limit. We thus propose that pressure below
150–175 MPa modifies the protein structure, leading to pres-
sure-perturbed tetrameric conformational states of decreased
substrate affinity. The time course of pressure perturbation is
driven by the equilibrium between the native apo-state and
less active pressure-perturbed apo-states (Fig. 4, (1)). Pres-
sure shifts the equilibrium toward perturbed states and grad-
ually enhances the population of the most perturbed states up
to a point where dissociation commences (150–175 MPa).
Increasing pressure beyond ~175 MPa leads to the irrevers-
ible dissociation of the tetramer, followed by aggregation.
Since the reactions occurring above 150–175 MPa do not
correspond to transitions between equilibrium states, their
thermodynamic parameters cannot be determined. The disso-
ciation process was also time-dependent, since the dissocia-
tion rate increased with time at a given pressure (Fig. 3 B and
Table 2). The pressure at which the apo-UOX tetramer
dissociated is in agreement with general observations for
the pressure-induced dissociation of oligomers (10–12).
When simulating SAXS curves with a variety of two-
component models, only the monomer/tetramer model gave
a good fit to the experimental data over the pressure
range. Accordingly, before aggregation, pressure-induced
tetramer dissociation generated monomeric intermediates,
which were sufficiently stable to be observed during the
course of a SAXS experiment.
High-Pressure Studies on Urate Oxidase 2371Spectroscopic and SAXS measurements showed that the
presence of a ligand at the AB-type interface prevented
tetramer dissociation. At atmospheric pressure, the equilib-
rium between the enzyme in its apo-form and in complex
with its ligand was shifted toward the ligand-bound tetramer
by increasing the ligand concentration (Fig. 4, (2)). The pres-
sure of dissociation increased by ~35 MPa (Fig. 2 C) in the
presence of 8-aza at an equimolar concentration. The stability
is even increased by ~85 MPa in the presence of a saturated
solution of inhibitor. This can be explained by a free-energy
linkage effect (38) between ligand binding to the active site
located at the AB interface and tetramer stability. It should
be noted that the inhibitor concentration dependence suggests
that one of the initial effects of pressure is likely to be a ligand
release produced by localized destabilization of the active
site (Fig. 4, (3)). An early destabilization of the whole inter-
face would indeed be independent of the inhibitor con-
centration. Finally, the ligand release leads to the perturbed
apo-UOX states, which then dissociate into monomers before
aggregating.
The origin of the pressure-induced unfolding of proteins
is a matter of debate that has been attributed to either the
filling of internal cavities by water molecules (39,40) or
the collapse of solvent-excluded void volumes (41,42).
The case of UOX rather supports the latter mechanism. No
water molecules are present in the large hydrophobic cavity,
even at high pressure, in contrast to the scenario for T4 lyso-
zyme (39,40), and the reduction in volume of this void
hydrophobic cavity is one order of magnitude larger than
for the entire tetramer (16% vs. ~0.3%). The pressure-
induced dissociation of the UOX tetramer leads to transient
monomers with a high ratio of solvent-exposed hydrophobic
residues, which tend to aggregate and precipitate.
The comparison between the HP and AP structures
showed an increase of the average B-factor, instead of a
decrease, as generally observed (43,44), and a slight increase
of average H-bond distances at the main interfaces (AC and
AB). The expected variation would be a contraction of
~0.015 A˚, since the value ascribed in proteins for elastic
compression is ~0.1 A˚.GPa1 (43).
At 150 MPa, the enzyme showed a marked decrease
of activity. For instance, with a substrate concentration of
150 mM, the value of kobs decreased by ~25% when com-
pared to its value at atmospheric pressure. As shown in
Fig. 2 B, this was coming with an increase of KM from 11
to 25 mM. After pressure release, the enzyme was still
soluble (with 85% in the tetrameric form). Thus, we propose
that the structure solved at 150 MPa reflects the pressure-
perturbed UOX state described previously. As previously
mentioned (Table 1 and Fig. 2 B), the pressure-induced
loss of activity, which occurred before oligomeric dissocia-
tion, is related to less efficient substrate binding and subtle
modifications of the active site. As previously described
for citrine (45), small structural perturbations in the region
of the active site may cause a partial loss of activity. Theregion delimiting the entrance to the active site displays
the largest increases in B-values under pressure, revealing
a particular flexibility (35,46). This flexibility could modu-
late substrate access to the active site, leading to partial inac-
tivation of the enzyme in its pressure-perturbed states. The
pressure would simply close the entrance door somehow,
leading to an increase of KM. Moreover, the active site swells
under pressure, with increased distances between atoms
belonging to different subunits and decreased distances
between atoms within the same subunit. The hydrophobic
cavity contracts concomitantly. Therefore, we suggest that
the pressure-induced loss of affinity for the substrate could
also be related to the contraction of the hydrophobic cavity,
which restrains active-site flexibility and thereby perturbs
substrate docking.
It is of interest that the conformation of the enzyme at
150 MPa, with a larger active site than at atmospheric pres-
sure, probably corresponds to an enzyme substate where
the active site can accommodate a larger ligand, which is
necessary for the enzymatic mechanism. UOX catalyzes the
oxidation of uric acid in the presence of molecular oxygen
to a primary intermediate, 5-hydroxyisourate, which is non-
planar. During the reaction, swelling is thus necessary to
accommodate the product. Pressure changes the Gibbs free
energy of the compressed system, and promotes higher-
energy substates of decreased partial specific volumes, based
on Le Chatelier’s rule (1,5,7–9). Accordingly, the UOX 150-
MPa structure would represent a conformational substate
of the enzyme related to its function, demonstrating that pres-
sure has permitted the trapping of a UOX conformation state
that should exist during the catalytic mechanism of the
enzyme.
It has been proposed that cavities in the vicinity of active
sites play a role in protein flexibility, a mechanism related to
functional efficiency (47). At atmospheric pressure, the
active-site pocket flexibility would then be balanced by
the neighboring hydrophobic cavity during the binding of
the substrate. This hypothesis could be verified by activity
measurements in two ways, either on a protein under inert
gas pressure, since it has been shown that this cavity accom-
modates xenon or nitrous oxide (48), or on a protein engi-
neered with mutations that modify the cavity volume and
shape. The UOX 150 MPa x-ray structure analysis suggests
that the necessary enlargement of the active site during the
catalytic mechanism is favored by a contraction of the neigh-
boring hydrophobic cavity.CONCLUSIONS
The use of complementary methods gives a detailed picture
of the effects of high pressure on the tetrameric enzyme
UOX. The 150-MPa crystal structure reveals complex modi-
fications related to substates, which may be close to those
actually involved in the mechanism of the enzyme. This
high-pressure study highlights the role played by a largeBiophysical Journal 98(10) 2365–2373
2372 Girard et al.neighboring hydrophobic cavity on the flexibility of the
active site during catalysis. Accordingly, this work confirms
that high-pressure perturbation in molecular biophysics
potentially enables the trapping of protein conformation
states of biological significance.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Methods and Materials, three figures, and one table are available at http://
www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(10)00223-7.
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